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Half a Century of English Language
Assessment in HK:
a 50-year retrospective, augmented by
a 35-year personal perspective
David Coniam
Abstract
This lecture details not only my 35-year sojourn in Hong Kong and my
long-standing association with its English language assessment situation
but also a 50-year journey through assessment in Hong Kong,
augmented by my own personal experience of years of English language
teaching, teacher education and assessment.
I present a historical and theoretical picture of how English language
examinations have moved in Hong Kong – onwards and upwards, with
me fortunate to be in the middle when big changes were taking place in
English language assessment: from how assessment was conceptualised
to how it has been delivered.
To provide an anchoring backdrop of my experience, I frame issues
within the context of the key test quality concepts Validity, Reliability,
Washback.
The lecture then moves through assessment in Hong Kong one decade at
a time, with my experiences framed as appropriate against a relevant
key test quality concept.
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Introduction
This paper, which accompanies my inaugural lecture, details not only my
35-year sojourn in Hong Kong and my long-standing association with its
English language assessment situation but also a 50-year journey through
assessment in Hong Kong, augmented, as I say, by my own personal
experience of years of English language teaching, teacher education and
assessment.
I present a historical and theoretical picture of how English language exams
have moved in Hong Kong – onwards and upwards, with me fortunate to be in
the middle when big changes were taking place in English language assessment:
from how assessment was conceptualised to how it was delivered.
The backbone of English language assessment in Hong Kong is the public
examinations body, the Hong Kong Examinations (and Assessment) Authority
(HKEA/HKEAA). The HKEA was established in 1977, prior to which, public
exams were administered under the aegis of the then Education Department
(ED) (see Choi & Lee, 2010: 60). I have had a long-standing association with
the HKEAA, and in fact still do. My formative years were spent there in the
late 1980s. Consequently, a considerable amount of my presentation relates to
my experience and association with the HKEAA.
While I will provide a personal experience, I will nonetheless frame issues
within the context of the key test quality concepts Validity, Reliability,
Washback.
One of the major issues which first needs to be considered is: What is the
purpose of the English language curriculum? 40 years ago, the ‘purpose’ of an
English language curriculum might have been framed as:
1. Mastering every grammatical structure
2. Testing what students know about English grammar
Through major curriculum developments from the late 1970s onward with the
advent of a Communicative Approach to ELT (e.g., Littlewood, 1981), the
focus shifted from a single focus on structure to one involving a more cognitive,
affective humanistic approach, with ‘communication’ being as important a goal
as structure (see e.g., Richards and Rodgers, 2001).
The current ‘purpose’ of an English language curriculum might then be framed
as:
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1.
2.

Students communicating in English
Testing what students can do in English

The key concept here is Validity. Validity may be framed as:
1. What ‘skills’, ‘abilities’, ‘constructs’ are you tapping in your test?
2. How far can a given test score be interpreted as an indicator of the
abilities or constructs that you want to measure?
(See Messick, 1989; Bachman & Palmer, 1996).
The second key concept is Reliability, which relates to how results awarded to
test takers change across periods of time, across different groups of students,
between markers, viz.:
1. The degree of objectivity in a test, with subjective tests generally
having lower reliability than more objective tests
2. Test length (i.e., how many items there are in the test), with longer
tests generally being more reliable
3. The amount of question choice test takers have
(See for example Hughes, 2003)
The third key concept is Washback, which relates to the effect that changes to
examinations have on teaching. Despite the fact that the HKEAA has always
been an independent examinations body, positive washback has been at the
forefront of many of the major changes that have occurred with its English
language examinations, and it has always taken very seriously the notion that
examinations should encourage worthwhile classroom practice (see Choi & Lee,
2010; Alderson, 2004; Cheng, 2005).
In order to make the material more digestible, and to put issues into perspective,
I will frame issues through the lens of decades. Although I was not in Hong
Kong in the 1960s and 1970s, I have managed to gain access to past ED/HKEA
documentation to fill in the gaps.
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The 1960s and 70s – Behaviourist times
The 1960s and 70s were Behaviourist times. In line with Behaviourist
principles there was a strong focus on reliability, and accuracy was the order of
the day (see Howatt, 2004). In tandem with the ‘methodology’ underpinning
Behaviourist principles, the activities which predominated were translation,
grammar drills, and a substantial amount of multiple choice questions. I will
illustrate with a couple of choice examples.
One section of the 1967 School Certificate Examination, English Paper III
required candidates to translate from English into Chinese. Figure 1 presents a
sample.
SECTION B (30 marks) Translate the following passage into Chinese
On a splendid September day, I left my native land. After a very
interesting journey I arrived in London. I was amazed at the difference
between my small village and the huge city. What traffic! What an
uproar in the streets! At first the noise nearly deafened me, but after an
hour or so I became used to it. Everything was new and strange and I
must confess that my first impressions were not very favourable. When I
arrived at the hotel which had been chosen for me by a friend, I felt very
tired. I had seen a great deal in one day, and I felt in need of rest in
mind and body that evening.
Figure 1: Passage for translation (extracted from 1967 School Certificate
Examination)

While the text is clearly dated, and there are (from a current perspective) some
non-PC (non-politically correct) elements (‘my native land’), there are a
number of points worth considering.
1.

It is not a young person’s text. It is written by a middle-aged examiner
(‘I must confess that my first impressions’; ‘I felt in need of rest in
mind and body’). This is not how a young person speaks – or spoke 50
years ago. Times have changed and the genre and makeup of texts
presented to 16-year-olds are now more relevant to them (see e.g.,
Krashen & Terrell, 1983 on the ‘Natural Approach’).

2.

Testing points have been chosen to assess a range of elements: past
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tense, passive, ‘What a …’, relative clauses.
3.

It is not a spoken text, although it tries to appear that way. There are
long sentences and embedded relative clauses.

Another feature of past English language examinations was a clear focus on
grammar.
The sample in Figure 2 below – from the 1966 Secondary School Entrance
Examination (SSEE) – requires candidates to transpose sentences from indirect
speech into direct speech. This is a fascinating exercise in that it is one that
would almost never take place in regular communication, either written or
spoken. Validity is, consequently, very low.
a. The old man said that he had seen the doctor.
a. “ _________________________”, the old man said.
b. The teacher said that we were being very naughty.
b. “ _________________________”, said the teacher.
c. She asked me when he would arrive.
c. “ _________________________”, she asked me.
d. He told John to open the door.
d. “ _________________________”, he said to John.
e. We asked the girl what her name was.
e. “ _________________________”, we asked the girl.
Figure 2: Indirect speech into direct speech exercise (from the 1966 SSEE)

In line with a focus on reliability, there was a strong emphasis on
multiple-choice (MC) testing – which first appeared in Hong Kong English
language examinations in 1969 (King, 1994).
In order to prevent candidates from gaining an advantage, multiple forms of the
same test were created, with different lettering for the options (ABCD, EFGH,
WXYZ), reordered options, and the key placed in a different place. Figure 3
presents a mockup sample.
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1. The __________ of sleepless nights made her ill.
A) strain [KEY]
B) stress
C) tension
D) pressure
4. The __________ of sleepless nights made her ill.
Q) stress
R) tension
S) pressure
T) strain [KEY]
9. The __________ of sleepless nights made her ill.
W) stress
X) strain [KEY]
Y) tension
Z) pressure
Figure 3: Mockup of multiple-form MC test

A major issue with assessment in the 1960s and 70s was the effect on teaching
caused by the format of the examinations (MC in particular), and negative
washback (see Alderson & Hamp-Lyons, 1996). While MC testing was an
accepted part of the culture, the HKEA was concerned about its negative
washback, and strove to minimise the fallout by trying to restrict the amount of
MC practice paper work that schools might do for the English language public
examinations. They did this by not publishing the MC papers from the
examinations (King, 1994). Unfortunately, this did not prevent teachers from
getting hold of the papers since a classic workaround was for a teacher to ask
each student in their class to memorise two or three MC questions and to write
them down for the teacher immediately after the examination….
In the 1970s, while there was a continued focus on reliability, meaning and
relevance were beginning to enter English language examinations. The Year 13
Hong Kong Advanced Level Examination (HKALE) Use of English (UE)
exam was very reliability-focused, although it was ‘relevant’ to tertiary-level
studies. Elements in the exam included cursory reading (albeit multiple-choice)
and an academic lecture listening test.
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Use of English listening and oral tests: Format and teaching approach
It is worth dwelling awhile on the format and teaching approach which
characterised the first series of UE listening tests. The format in which the test
was delivered was somewhat less natural than the current format where
candidates have time to look over the question booklet before the listening
input, having the opportunity to focus on what the test will be about before they
hear (usually once) the tape script. The listening test was played twice; the
candidates listened ‘blind’ in that they did not receive the question booklet until
after having listened twice. The intended objective was that – as with an
academic lecture – they would take notes, and later make sense of them to
answer the questions.
Unfortunately, this objective (and test validity) was, however, widely
circumvented by the ‘two-pen approach’ devised by smart (test-wise) Hong
Kong teachers. Under this ‘two-pen approach’ (see Figure 4 below), candidates
took a blank sheet of paper, which they divided in half vertically with a line
down the middle. During the first listening, they made notes down the left-hand
side in blue. On the second listening, they took a different coloured pen (e.g.,
red) and made notes down the right-hand side of the page in red. Finally, they
opened the question booklet, and attempted to patch their notes together to
answer the questions (see King, 1994). The activity was more like speed
dictation than a listening test where meaning was being assessed in the context
of a stream of speech. Consequently, the listening test in this format was low in
validity and was one reason for the subsequent overhaul of the UE examination.
1st listening:
Make notes on LH side in blue

2nd listening:
Make notes on RH side in a different
colour

Figure 4: Mockup of use of two-pen English Listening test
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The format of the Hong Kong Certificate of Education Examination (HKCEE)
English oral test which ran from 1974 to 1995 was reliability focused, with the
emphasis on accuracy rather than fluency. This was evident in the first part
Reading a dialogue, where the candidate and examiner read a dialogue together.
The more open Part 3 – Conversation with the examiner(s) – in principle
allowed for fluency work, but in practice this was more like an ‘inquisition’ in
the manner in which two examiners tended to ‘interrogate’ a candidate.
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The 1980s – A Communicative approach to language teaching
In the context of a worldwide movement which advocated that there was more
to language teaching than merely grammar (Hymes, 1972), the 1980s saw the
advent of a Communicative Approach to Language Teaching.
In line with the principles of a ‘Communicative Approach’ – and the needs of
society/business expanding – elements more than grammar began to come into
focus in both school curriculums and English language examinations. There
began to be a greater focus on language use, which in examination terms meant
greater validity, in that the exam score gave more of an indication of what
candidates could do in English than previous examination formats did (Messick,
1989).
The effect of the new communicative movement was major revisions to the key
HKCEE and HKALE exams (see Choi & Lee, 2010). Multiple-choice and
grammar testing were still part of the public exams, but were being quietly
de-emphasised.
One major innovation to the HKCEE English language examination was the
introduction, in 1986, of a listening test. The HKCEE Listening Test was more
general in its orientation than the UE Listening test, which, being HKU’s entry
test, had the format of an academic lecture. This was a major commitment by
the HKEA. The radio signal was not strong enough to cover the whole of Hong
Kong, so the listening test involved the school halls of most secondary schools
being equipped with ‘induction loops’. Nonetheless, the listening test still
required five parallel sessions, and the HKEA had 25,000 sets of headphones
for each session (see King, 1994).
Again, the introduction of a listening test was an important step in terms of
washback in listening taking place in Hong Kong classrooms (Choi & Lee,
2010). I was an observer at one of the first HKCEE listening tests in a public
housing estate in East Kowloon. The final utterance of the listening test was the
instruction: “Now take off your headsets and place them on your desk”. In a
hall of 300 or so candidates, only two did so – testament to the lack of listening
practice students had been exposed to.
In 1989, the UE exam was completely revised (see King, 1994). It was no
longer solely HKU’s entrance test, as it had been, but was intended to perform
the dual role of a tertiary entrance test and be a valid assessment for Year 13
school leavers who would join the workplace, working for a company or
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business.
The 1989 revision of the UE exam was therefore much more communicative in
its orientation – with better validity; there was still a reliability focus, however.
Nonetheless a major focus of the HKEA’s was the effect of washback: getting
students doing things in their English language classrooms that would have
wider relevance than merely a university entrance test. One major omission in
the washback picture, however, was the fact that there was still no oral test in
the UE – a situation that was not rectified until 1994.
So, at this point, we can make a major statement. It is that the effect of the
exam on teaching did matter. It was a major concern of the HKEA’s.
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The 1990s – Focus on language use extended, focus on
standards
Focus on language use
Following greater adoption of the principles of a ‘Communicative Approach’,
language use began to come more to the fore. As a consequence, the focus on
grammar, as well as on multiple-choice, became to be somewhat less
emphasised.
In 1996, the HKCEE English language examination underwent radical revision.
The previous listening test, which had all been multiple-choice, was
incorporated into an ‘integrated’ listening/reading/writing paper. Cheng (2005)
investigated this change from the perspective of washback and reported how
the change to an examination changes teachers’ classroom practice. She states
that changes in teaching content were the most obvious indicators, with
changes to classroom activities in line with the new more communicative
examination being observed (Cheng, 1997: 49).
The oral component of the examination was radically revised. This changed
from a mainly ‘interrogation’ format to one where the major part was a group
discussion. Previously the examiners had dominated the discussion; in the
revised version of the oral the examiners were only assessors, taking no part in
the discussion at all. Validity was therefore enhanced but to maintain reliability,
considerably more training and standardisation was required and provided.
Focus on standards
The mid-1990s also saw a strong focus on standards – teachers’ English
language standards in particular.
A major initiative by the Government of the Hong Kong Special
Administrative Region (HKSAR) involved establishing minimum language
proficiency examinations (also known as ‘language benchmarks’) for all
teachers in Hong Kong primary and secondary schools. The genesis of these
benchmark examinations lay in concern – expressed since the early 1990s by
different sectors of the business and education communities in Hong Kong –
over perceived falling language standards especially after the publication of
research conducted in the early 1990s which revealed that less than 20% of the
secondary workforce of Hong Kong’s English language teachers were both
academically and professionally qualified (Tsui et al., 1994). The government
11

therefore deemed it essential that teachers of English develop their second
language skills as one of the prerequisites for being able to teach and adapt to
new assessment methods and curricular objectives in their classrooms.
Of the full cohort of 3,700 secondary school teachers of English in 1993, only
14.2% were both subject and professionally trained. Many teachers of English
in secondary schools had received neither subject content nor professional
training or were teachers of other subjects, forced to teach English because of a
shortage of qualified staff. One major initiative by the Education Commission
(established 1982), requested the Advisory Committee on Teacher Education
and Qualifications (ACTEQ) to investigate language benchmarks under two
recommendations, C1 and C2, (Education Commission, 1996, p. 11):
C1: The concept of ‘benchmark’ qualifications for all language teachers
should be explored by the Advisory Committee on Teacher Education and
Qualifications (ACTEQ) with a view to making proposals to the
Government as early as possible in 1996.
C2: Minimum language proficiency standards should be specified, which
all teachers (not just teachers of language subjects) should meet before they
obtain their initial professional qualification. The standards should be
designed to ensure that new teachers are competent to teach through the
chosen medium of instruction.
The 1996 Consultancy Study and follow-up
In early 1996, Education and Manpower Branch (EMB) – the then policy
branch of the educational arm of the Hong Kong Government – commissioned
a short study to investigate the feasibility of benchmarks for teachers of English
language. The consultancy team reflected a broad spectrum of expertise and
experience from local and international language teachers and language teacher
educators at primary and secondary levels, including as many different
stakeholders as possible. I was heavily involved in this major initiative as one
of the two co-principal investigators.
Survey data was collected at both local and international levels. Responses
indicated widespread agreement for the establishing of minimum-standard
language assessment (see Coniam & Falvey, 1999a).
The initial test battery comprised a three-part paper-and-pencil formal test
component; an oral component; and an observation of two live lessons (the
Classroom Language Assessment performance test of an English teacher
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teaching two English lessons). The latter test is considered the most valid part
of the test battery since it consists of a performance test during a genuine target
language use situation (see Coniam & Falvey, 1999b).
The English Language Benchmark Subject Committee: Purpose and brief
Following the 1996 Consultancy Study, the next phase in developing
benchmarks was undertaken by a broad-based committee, representative of all
stakeholders in the teacher, teacher education, and education fields in Hong
Kong. This committee, the English Language Benchmark Subject Committee
(ELBSC), was convened in October 1997 under the auspices of the HKEA to
produce language benchmarks specifications and an assessment syllabus for
promulgation to Hong Kong teachers of English language prior to a large-scale
pilot exercise – the Pilot Benchmark Assessment (English), known as the
PBAE.
Classroom Language Assessment
One major objective in developing the Hong Kong Classroom Language
Assessment (CLA) criterion-referenced scales (with accompanying descriptors)
was the desire for transparency so that teachers and informed lay-persons,
could with appropriate training, reach similar grades when viewing videos of
English teachers and rating them on the four CLA scales.
The Pilot Benchmark Assessment (English)
The PBAE ran from November 1998 to January 1999 and involved large-scale
testing of all the assessment instruments proposed and developed by the
ELBSC. It lasted four months because each teacher had to be observed teaching
their own English language class twice, as called for by the CLA component of
the benchmark test. A Benchmark Assessment Unit, working under the
HKSAR Government’s Education Department and rigorously trained by the
consultants, began assessing over 320 teachers for the CLA component of the
PBAE in November 1998, finishing in January 1999. The paper-and-pencil
tests were then administered in early February 1999.
Prior to the PBAE, the ELBSC felt that no exemptions from any of the
benchmark tests should be allowed. The results of the PBAE were, however,
surprising and, to an extent, gratifying in relation to results, qualifications, and
relevant background. As a result, those who had both a relevant background
and qualifications were exempted from having to sit the benchmarks
assessments.
13

Going live: The first administration of the Benchmark Test
The benchmark examination syllabus was published in mid-2000, and a series
of six seminars attended by approximately 10,000 teachers were held to explain
government policy. This was, however, the first time that the Hong Kong
Professional Teachers’ Union (PTU) had been able to comment publicly on the
benchmark issue. Consequently, the seminars managed to convey little of the
spirit of the government’s intention to upgrade the English of the teaching
profession. Rather, the benchmark tests were viewed by teachers, especially
primary school teachers, as a stick with which Government intended to beat
English language teachers. In the years since its first administration in 2001, the
benchmark test has been investigated and discussed by a number of researchers
– from the perspectives of the test’s advantages (McGrath, 2000), as well as its
perceived problems (Glenwright, 2002; Glenwright, 2005). Whether or not
standards as currently set actually reflect the need of the current English
language teaching profession in Hong Kong is a major issue that needs to be
investigated further. In this context I am currently applying for a competitive
research grant to investigate the effect that the minimum standard language
policy has had on Hong Kong teachers’ English language ability.
The tutorial school study – a study of the shadow education system
I would now like to disrupt the chronological timeline slightly in order to report
on a study I conducted into tutorial schools where Hong Kong students appear
prepared to spend (waste?) millions of dollars on the magic that they pretend to
offer. As a result of their lure, I believe much of the good teaching and
examination work that public schools regularly provide is subverted.
Thousands of Hong Kong students spend a great deal of money attending
tutorial schools – getting exam ‘tips’ and getting their heads filled with arcane
bits of grammar (to ‘impress’ the examiners). Some tutorial school teachers
have fatuously suggested that getting an A grade is easier than it was in the past;
others purport that while schools teach everything listed in the school
curriculum, tutorial schools only teach what students need in order to get an A
in the English language examination (the TVB Pearl reports, for example). In
the light of these claims I conducted a focused study to examine whether
attending a tutorial school helps.
The case study
The case study which I conducted centred around a ‘famous teacher’ tutorial
school in Hong Kong that operates full-time classes during the day time, where
14

the school operates a curriculum parallel to the official system – albeit with a
single, tight focus on examination preparation – with a one-year programme
where students take at least seven subjects, as in the government-overseen
system.
The focus of the study concerned students preparing to retake the Year 11
HKCEE English language in day-school mode. The study involved the HKCEE
English language classes of a single teacher, who taught a total of seven classes
comprising 206 students. Limiting the study to a single teacher meant that the
quality and type of teaching (see Rowe, 2003) from the perspective of the
teacher variable is controlled for. The teacher in the study stated that his major
focus with all classes was on the teaching of reading and writing in English. All
instruction was conducted through the medium of the mother tongue –
Cantonese. Very little, if any class time at all, was spent in developing students’
listening skills and none on English language use. While the results of the study
cannot be generalised to all tutorial schools, given the paucity of research in
this area, even a case study can provide useful insights into the operation of
such institutions.
In Hong Kong, the crucial HKCEE grade levels were Level 2, which equated to
a ‘pass’. Level 3 equated to a Grade C in the International General Certificate
of Secondary Education (IGCSE). The study therefore paid particular attention
to students who, in their 2010 resit, were hoping to either obtain a pass at Level
2, or were hoping to increase their Level 2 grade to the international currency
of a Level 3 grade.
Of the 206 students, comparative data was obtained from 192 students who
re-sat the 2010 examination.
There were two linked hypotheses in the study: One, that students’ HKCEE
English language results would, on average, not be improved by one level. Two,
that the HKCEE English language results would show no significant
improvement in the 2010 retake of the examination.
61 students (31.8%) improved their result by one level, and two students by
two levels. While this was undoubtedly good news for these 63 students
(32.8%), the rosy picture was rather offset by the fact that 122 (63.5%) students
achieved zero gain in their retake while a further seven students (3.6%)
obtained a result one level lower in 2010 than in 2009. The gain obtained did
not, then, mirror that aspired to. One third achieved a one-level gain, against the
two thirds that had hoped for such a gain. Only 1% achieved a two-level gain,
significantly lower than the 29% who had been hoping for a two-level gain.
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The first hypothesis was rejected since significant gain was achieved through
the extra year of tuition, with the mean gain equating to approximately a third
of an HKCE level. The second hypothesis was upheld, however. While a third
of students achieved a one-level or more gain, twice this number (67.2%)
achieved no gain at all. The second hypothesis was therefore accepted.
We can thus see that after hundreds of thousands of dollars had been spent,
comparatively little benefit accrued.
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The 2000s – SARS, 3+3, Onscreen marking
Returning to the chronological timeline, three issues dominated the 2000s. The
two which stand out were major changes to both the Hong Kong education and
examination system. A third issue was the government and public reaction to
Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS).
Before 2009 – when the education system underwent major curriculum and
examination reform – Hong Kong’s education system was modelled on the
British system. Secondary schools operated on a 5+2 model with students being
streamed (‘banded’) into three broad bands of ability, each band covering
approximately 33% of the student ability range. Public examinations in Hong
Kong are conducted by the Hong Kong Examination and Assessment Authority
(HKEAA). Prior to 2012, there were two major public examinations. The Hong
Kong Certificate of Education Examination (HKCEE) was administered at the
end of eleven years of education – Secondary 5 (Year 11). The total
candidature for the HKCEE was in the region of 100,000, of whom
approximately 80,000 were school candidates. At the end of Secondary 5 (Year
11) students could continue in full time education for two more years –
although there were only places for approximately 38% of the Year 11 cohort
to continue on to Year 12 and 13 studies. At the end of Secondary 7 (Year 13),
students sat the Hong Kong Advanced Level Examination (HKALE), which
was also used for university entrance purposes. In 2007, the total candidature
for the HKALE was about 36,000.
The Hong Kong secondary school curriculum underwent significant
restructuring in 2009. Under the restructuring, secondary education now lasts
six years with a single public examination (the Hong Kong Diploma in
Secondary Education [HKDSE]) administered at the end of Year 12 (age
18).The annual candidature in 2013 was approximately 82,000. The corollary is
that many more students now go on to Year 12 than went on to Year 13
previously – before the changes, the annual HKALE candidature was in the
region of 40,000.
In line with the public examinations about to undergo drastic structural change
in 2009, the examinations themselves (of which English language was at the
forefront) – with an eye to the 2009 curriculum restructuring and the new
HKDSE in 2012 – also saw massive changes to examination content and format,
to marking and to grading in 2007.
Onscreen marking (OSM), which I will discuss below, was another key
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innovation which began to come in in the 2000s.
The other major event of the 2000s was Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome
(SARS). Its effects upon the Hong Kong education and assessment system will
now be described.
To prevent an outbreak of the disease throughout the education system, classes
in Hong Kong were suspended during most of April 2003. As a precautionary
measure, all students and teachers were required by the Education and
Manpower Bureau (EMB) to wear a face mask after the reopening of schools in
late April 2003. While the use of face masks posed some level of discomfort to
wearers, the effect as far as classroom settings were concerned was that
teachers and students had to interact with some facial cues removed. From an
assessment perspective, the situation was then exacerbated in the public
examination, the Grade 11 HKCEE oral test held in the month of June, because
everyone involved – examiners, test takers, administrative staff – had to wear
face masks at all times.
There was great concern that the wearing of a facemask would invalidate some
of the assessment results. To investigate whether wearing a facemask intruded
on the oral assessment score, I conducted a study in March 2004. In the study,
the entire Secondary 5 cohort of a Band 2 (average ability) Hong Kong
secondary school took a past HKCEE oral test both with and without face
masks – five classes, a total of 186 students who were sitting the test as their
mock HKCEE oral examination. Conditions of the public examination were
replicated as far as possible: grouping unfamiliar students together; avoiding
reuse of test materials; and adhering to standard examination practice
concerning room conditions, time for preparation, and examination timing. The
number of raters, their training and their behaviour during the actual test also
followed standard HKEAA procedures.
Contrary to expectations and much to the delight of the authorities, test data
results did not suggest that face masks had an effect on test takers’ oral test
scores. Severity/leniency differences were apparent in all the facets modelled
using multi-faceted Rasch analysis – raters, bandscales, prompt materials –
apart from the face mask condition, on which facet no difference emerged.
Similarly, non-significant results emerged on t-test analyses conducted for all
bandscales used – even the Audibility and Comprehensibility bandscales which
would have been most susceptible to the effect of the face mask. This is a good
example of how well-conducted research can often quell the rise of myths,
fuelled by media interest, about facets of assessment.
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2007 New HKCEE English language exam
The revisions of the HKCEE English language examination in 2007 presaged
major changes that were to be implemented for all subjects with the advent of
the HKDSE in 2012.
This was the biggest ‘upheaval’ ever for English language exams, and a number
of major changes were implemented. In an interesting adjustment of policy,
there was a much greater rapprochement between the HKEAA and the CDI
(Curriculum Development Institute) than in the past. Effectively the new
syllabus was produced by the HKEAA in conjunction with the CDI.
The English language examination became standards-referenced (as opposed to
the strict norm-referencing that had long dominated the Hong Kong
examination system); school based assessment was introduced; and the two
English language syllabuses, Syllabus A (originally for Chinese medium
schools) and Syllabus B (originally for Anglo-Chinese [English-medium]
schools) were collapsed into a single examination.
There were also significant changes to the format of the English language
examination, whereby on each examination paper, a single theme or schema ran
through the paper, rather than previously a paper consisting of a set of unrelated
subtests.
From a number of perspectives, the validity of the English language
examination was enhanced. The assessment for learning side of SBA
(School-based Assessment) made it possible for students to relate more to their
peers and the material in the exam than it was with having to sit an examination
with a bunch of strangers in an examination hall. Given the long history of
norm-referencing, and the more ‘humanistic’ approach of criterion referencing,
a question raised was whether standards would ‘slip’ as more students achieved
potentially higher marks. This did not occur, however; HKCEE pass rates
remained pretty constant, and markers did not appear to have ‘overmarked’.
OSM in HK
As stated earlier, another major change to the Hong Kong assessment horizon
was the manner in which examinations were marked, with, initially, the new
English and Chinese syllabuses being marked on screen. Since this has been
such a major change to how examinations are marked in Hong Kong, and is an
area where Hong Kong is effectively leading the world, the following sections
outline a number of studies for English which I and others have conducted to
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investigate the validity of OSM in Hong Kong. Both quantitative and
qualitative studies have been conducted, investigating a range of issues among
which have been: statistical comparability; marker reactions to OSM and to the
system; and marker technological readiness. A summary of the research
questions which have driven the different studies could be framed as:
1. That the two marking mediums (Onscreen marking [OSM] and
Paper-based marking [PBM]) would be comparable statistically.
2. That the onscreen medium would not affect scores – test takers would
obtain the same score through onscreen or paper-based marking.
3. That markers would be sufficiently competent technologically to
function effectively within the onscreen medium.
4. That markers would have no preference for either onscreen or
paper-based marking medium.
The discussion below mainly addresses the research questions from the
perspective of the English language examination in the Year 11 HKCEE. The
section rounds off, however, with a broader and more comparative perspective:
examining how the OSM of English as a subject area in the Year 12 HKDSE
public examination compares with other subject areas in the HKDSE.
Statistical comparability
Background to the 2008 English study
The largest data set for the English studies was drawn from the Writing paper
of the 2007 HKCEE English language examination, where the candidature was
99,771. In this test, candidates had to complete two writing tasks. Task 1 was a
guided narrative piece of writing requiring approximately 150 words. Task 2
was an open-ended task requiring approximately 250 words, on which
candidates had a choice of two questions: the first descriptive, where candidates
had to explain why they would like to work in the fashion industry; the second
argumentative, with candidates having to put the case for whether it was more
important to be clever than beautiful (HKEAA: 2007, p. 18). The HKCEE
Writing paper was marked via four subscales and descriptors (for details, see
HKEAA: 2007, p. 104). Each subscale had six levels, ranging from 1
(indicating the least able) to 6 (indicating the most able). All scripts were
double marked; with a third marker invoked where there was a discrepancy
between the two markers of 5 or more out of the maximum of 24 points from
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each marker.
Reliability on the Writing paper was monitored through inter-marker
correlations as well as correlations with other papers and with the subject mark
for the whole HKCEE English language examination (King, 1994, p. 6). For
2006 – when PBM was still the modus operandi – the inter-marker correlation
(i.e., 188 markers, with each marking about 800 scripts) was 0.79. The
correlation of the Writing paper with the subject mark for the whole
examination in 2006 was 0.89.
From 2007 onwards, inter-marker correlation figures were no longer available.
The OSM system does not allow for the direct calculation of inter-marker
correlations because marker pairs no longer exist as such: scripts are distributed
randomly among markers, being automatically marked a third time if the first
two marks differ by the discrepancy margin.
A high correlation is generally taken to be 0.8 or better (see, for example, Hatch
and Lazaraton, 1991, p. 441). Correlations between the HKCEE Writing paper
and the other papers were generally high. While the correlation between the
Writing paper and the Speaking paper was somewhat lower at 0.72, the
correlation with the School Based Assessment paper was high at 0.83. Finally,
the correlation with the whole subject mark for 2007, when OSM was adopted,
was a high 0.90, very comparable to the 2006 figure. An immediate observation
here was that the introduction of OSM did not impact on test reliability.
The English study – data
196 markers marked the 2007 HKCEE Writing paper Task 1B2, of whom 117
(59.7%) were experienced markers and 79 (40.3%) first-time markers. 46 of
these 196 were identified as potential markers for the current study on the basis
of two criteria: first, that they had good marking statistics in their marking of
the 2007 HKCEE Writing paper, e.g., inter-marker correlations and high
correlations with the objectively-marked Reading paper. Second, as far as
possible, the sample would be a representative cross-section of markers in
terms of gender and qualifications, as well as their teaching and marking
experience. Effort was nonetheless put into recruiting a number of first-time
markers as this would provide a point of comparison between markers who had
always marked on paper, but for whom onscreen marking was a new
experience compared with first-time markers who would only have marked on
screen. For these first-time markers, the ‘new’ experience would, conversely,
be paper-based marking. Of the 46 potential participants shortlisted, however,
only 6 new markers with good statistics were identified. 30 markers were
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eventually recruited to take part in the study – 5 (16.7%) new and 25 (83.3%)
experienced markers. Each marker marked 100 scripts. When they were
recruited for the study, they were informed they would be marking some scripts
from the 2007 HKCEE examination, and that their batch of 100 scripts would
contain some of the scripts they had marked previously. They were not
informed that they would essentially be re-marking 100 scripts which they had
previously marked. This procedure has been used successfully before (Coniam,
2009); the time lag of nine months is sufficiently long for markers not to
recollect having marked the scripts before, rendering them as unfamiliar as
unseen scripts.
The total sample therefore comprised 3,000 scripts, of which there were 2,145
different test takers. Care was also taken to ensure that scripts selected from
each marker’s batch represented the full range of levels (i.e., 1 to 6) of the
subscales. As mentioned, analysis was conducted using both classical test
statistics such as inter-marker and inter-paper correlations, (King, 1994, p. 6).
Additionally, t-tests were conducted against the marking medium and
new/experienced marker factors.
The English study – Results and discussion
In the analysis below, test score results are presented from two perspectives.
These are first: correlations between markers and with other papers making up
the HKCEE English language examination; second; an examination of the
amount of scripts exhibiting significant discrepancies between the two forms of
marking.
An analysis of the two prompts (Coniam, 2009) indicated that the overall
English language ability of test takers selecting Prompt 2 was higher than those
selecting Prompt 1. While there was a significant difference between the mean
score for the two prompts, this could be attributed to test taker ability rather
than to the effect of the prompt. Importantly, however, both prompts exhibited
very comparable means under the different marking conditions OSM vs. PBM.
T-test results for the two methods of marking were not significant for either
prompt, suggesting that the prompt did not contribute bias to the analysis.
The inter-marker reliability figure for the test as a whole, and controlling for
prompt, was 0.88 – a high correlation, rather higher in fact than the
inter-marker correlation of 0.79 for all-PBM in 2006.
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Marker experience status as a grouping variable
In addition to inter-marker reliability data analysis, t-tests were run using the
marker experience status as a grouping variable. No significant difference
emerged on the t-test for marker status, indicating that both experienced and
new markers’ scores were comparable.
Discrepancies between the two forms of marking
A common criterion for invoking re-marking (i.e., the use of a third marker)
has been established as two markers differing from each other by more than one
score point on a 6-point scale (see e.g., Attali & Burstein, 2005: 13). A
comparable baseline exists for the 2007 HKCEE Writing paper, with the
discrepancy rate between the two markers set at 5 points out of the 24 available.
Compared with the overall discrepancy rate for the 2007 HKCEE Writing paper
of 10%, the study revealed a lower incidence of discrepancies between the two
forms of marking, with an overall figure of 8.1%. While the total number of
scripts receiving higher scores was slightly higher at 4.6% when marked in
OSM as against a slightly lower figure of 3.5% being more severely marked,
the figures were quite close with no significant differences reported on t-tests.
The incidence of discrepancies +/- 5 points emerged as very similar on both
topics. The current data suggests that OSM might result in test takers being
slightly more leniently marked, although not significantly so.
Marker technological competence and attitude towards OSM
To more fully explore attitudes towards OSM, in the Coniam (2009) study,
markers completed a post-marking questionnaire detailing their attitudes
towards the onscreen and paper-based marking processes. The questionnaire
was in three sections, with the first involving background demographics. The
second, computer familiarity issues, concerned markers’ computer proficiency,
how competent they were at manipulating the mouse, enlarging and scrolling
the screen image, and ergonomic issues such as desktop height and screen
resolution. The third, marking issues, tapped issues such as their perceived
accuracy for on screen / on paper marking, how tired their eyes became through
marking in the two modes and how often they needed to take a break while
marking. It also enquired about their preference as to marking mode, and
whether they preferred marking at home or at a special marking centre.
Questions were posed on a 6-point Likert scale, with ‘6’ indicating a positive
response or agreement, and ‘1’ a negative response or disagreement. Markers
were also asked to provide written comments on any aspect of the OSM process
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that they wished to comment on.
The reliability for the 13 questions pertaining to computer proficiency emerged
at 0.85, indicating that the questionnaire was generally well constructed (see
Dörnyei, 2003). On the question of how proficient markers were, markers’
responses indicated that they felt themselves to be quite competent
technologically. With regard to general ‘computer proficiency’, 26/30 (86.7%)
rated themselves on the positive side of the scale. Comparable results were
obtained for markers’ ability to scroll text 26/30 (86.7%), enlarge screen images
27/30 (90.0%), and input marks using either mouse 29/30 (96.7%) or keyboard
25/30 (83.3%).
Since OSM requires markers to sit for extended periods in front of a computer
monitor, subjects responded to questions about ergonomic issues such as screen
height and resolution positively. 25/30 (83.3%) felt the screen was at the right
height; 27/30 (90.0%) were satisfied with screen resolution; although slightly
fewer – 21/30 (70.0%) – felt comfortable reading off the computer screen.
In terms of having to travel to a special marking centre, new markers felt it was
less of a problem than experienced markers, rating it as 3.00/6, as against
experienced markers who were less keen, recording a lower mean of 2.46. This
was echoed in the preference for marking at home or at a centre, where new
markers rated centre marking positively at 4.40 as against experienced markers
who gave it a substantially lower 2.28 (χ2(5) = 10.44, p < .064). In terms of
general preference for on-screen versus on-paper marking, new markers gave
OSM a positive 3.80 compared with experienced markers who gave OSM a
lower 2.26.
Regarding using computers, new markers were more positive than experienced
ones. On the issue of how tired their eyes became when marking on screen,
new markers recorded a more positive (i.e., less tired) 3.40 as against
experienced markers who reported greater eye tiredness with a considerably
lower figure of 2.08. In contrast, there was virtually no difference for eyes
getting tired when marking on paper, with both sets of markers recording
responses very close to 4.00 (4.00 for new versus 3.96 for experienced markers).
These two findings indicated, nonetheless, that both groups of markers felt
onscreen marking was more demanding on the eyes than marking on paper.
Concerning how often they needed to take a break while marking on screen,
new markers were less bothered, recording a mean of 3.60 as against
experienced markers’ less positive 2.92. In terms of needing to take a break
while marking on paper, both sets responded with a mean very close to 4.00, a
figure similar to that for eye tiredness while marking on paper.
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Despite certain misgivings, it could be seen that even experienced markers
were aware that OSM might have benefits rather than the new system inspiring
a series of difficulties and drawbacks.
The description of the attitudes and insights of the markers, described briefly in
this paper, are complemented by a qualitative study (Falvey and Coniam, 2010)
that investigated in greater depth certain of the issues alluded to above.
The bigger picture: English among all other subjects
This section has thus far reported studies related to the onscreen marking of
English only. In 2012, all subjects began to be marked on screen. The current
section therefore takes advantage of this opportunity to examine the wider
perspective of how the attitudes of markers of English as a subject area
compare with markers of other subject areas.
If 2012 signalled the first marking of the HKDSE, it also marked the last (and
final) marking of the HKALE. As mentioned, in 2012 all subject areas for all
papers were marked on screen. Consequently, this meant that not only were all
HKDSE papers marked on screen, so were HKALE papers – the majority for
the first and last time. The current dataset therefore not only encompasses all
HKDSE markers (subject entry 73,074), it also includes HKALE markers
(subject entry 40,515). For clarity’s sake, data for the two examinations are first
presented separately.
The marking in 2012 involved 21 subjects being marked on screen, involving
4,501 markers. All markers completed two questionnaires. At marker training
and standardisation sessions (April 2012), a pre-marking questionnaire was
administered concerning demographic data, technological proficiency, and
expectations of their upcoming OSM experience. At the end of the marking
period – late May 2012, markers were asked to complete a post-marking
questionnaire and hand this in along with their marker report (a standard Hong
Kong feature asking for their comments on candidate performance). Since
marking is conducted at centralised OSM centres, markers decide when, where
and how many scripts they wish to mark. When markers complete their own
marking is, to an extent, their own decision. Consequently, for different subject
areas, the OSM post-marking questionnaires for the current study would have
been handed in at different times by different markers. (It should be noted that,
in order to minimise inconvenience and not to irritate, markers were not asked
to duplicate the demographic data that they had provided in the pre-marking
questionnaire.)
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While 21 different subjects were marked on screen, the current dataset has been
compiled with certain restrictions in mind. First, only one post-marking
questionnaire was to be processed for any given person. Some markers may
mark for more than one subject (Compulsory Mathematics / Extended
Mathematics; Chinese History / History; Chinese language / Chinese language
and Culture / Chinese Literature). Second, subjects with less than 30
post-marking questionnaires were excluded on the statistical grounds of too
small a sample. Third, markers were only included in the dataset if both valid
pre- and post-marking questionnaires had been received (the latter reason being
to enable further (subsequent) pre- and post-marking analyses).
These restrictions slightly reduced the size of the dataset. In the light of these
exclusion methods, the number of subjects was reduced to 14, with 1,743
(38.2%) valid post-marking questionnaires.
The ‘major’ subjects – English, Chinese, Mathematics and Liberal Studies –
accounted, not surprisingly, for approximately 65% of respondents. While
subjects with responses from a very small panel (generally less than 20 markers)
were excluded from the dataset (e.g., Physical Education, Ethics & Religious
Studies), as can be seen, there is sufficient response from a substantial range of
subjects to present an informed across-the-board picture.
The data below presents a comparative picture of markers’ views from two
perspectives: one, how easily markers feel they can operate in the OSM
environment; and two, their acceptance of OSM as a system. Prior to analysing
the data, the validity of the two sections of the post-marking questionnaires was
operationalised using Rasch measurement in a previous detailed study (Yan &
Coniam, 2013). For details, the reader is referred to that paper; for current
purposes, however, in the two Figures below, it should be noted that zero
(Rasch logits) is the calibration mid-point of each scale. Scores above zero
indicate a more favourable response / attitude, with a negative response
indicating a less favourable response / attitude. In additions to logits, to aid
interpretation of the results, ‘Fair Averages’ are also provided in parentheses, to
the left of the logit measures. Fair Averages (see Linacre, 1997, p. 550 for
details) are rating scale values converted from Rasch measures back to the
original rating scale – the six-point scale in the current study.
Figure 5 presents markers’ views of how easy they consider it is to operate in
the OSM environment from a technological readiness perspective. The
calibration mid-point of zero logits is a Rasch-adjusted Fair Average (FA) score
of 3.8. Scores above this mid-point, it is argued (see Coniam, 2013) represent
‘consumer validity’.
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Figure 5. Mean marker measures for different subject areas on the Ease of Use in
the OSM Environment scale

The overall mean for all subject areas on the Ease of Use in the OSM
Environment scale was an FA of 4.76. As Figure 5 indicates, all subjects are
considerably above the mid-point threshold of 3.8/6 regarding how easy they
consider it is to operate in the OSM environment. Possibly unsurprisingly, ICT
(FA=5.28) and Mathematics (FA=5.09) exhibit the greatest reported ease of use.
While all subjects are essentially positive about the OSM environment, English
(FA=4.87) emerges clearly on the positive side of the spectrum. Given that the
Hong Kong Government has been promoting technology in schools for many
years (see e.g., EMB, 1998), and English adopted OSM marking from 2007, the
positive response might have been expected. Nonetheless, the positive position
of English – given that English teachers have tended to be somewhat slow
adopters of technology (Coniam, 2002) – can be seen as a further endorsement
of OSM.
Figure 6 reports markers’ acceptance of OSM as a system. On this scale, the
Rasch-adjusted zero logit mid-point results in an FA value of 3.6.
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Figure 6. Mean marker measures for different subject areas on the Acceptance of
OSM scale

The overall mean for all subject areas on the Acceptance of OSM scale was a
FA of 3.73/6, just above the mid-point. As can be seen from Figure 6,
Mathematics (FA=4.30) and ICT (FA=4.24) are the most positive acceptors of
OSM, while Biology (FA=3.42) and Geography (FA=3.34) (who were
comparatively new to marking on screen) were least positive. English
(FA=+0.06) comes in the middle of the spectrum – with an acceptance score
above the mid-point – again underscoring the positive attitude of English
language markers to OSM.
OSM – round-up
With each study, buy-in and acceptance by markers have been shown
increase. In 2012, with all exams marked on screen, it was very important
ensure that the system was reliable. The studies I steered reveal that this
likely to be the case. It has been great to be part of this validation process –
which Hong Kong is a world leader!
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Rounding off – a positive note
The major focus of this paper has been about assessment – in general, valid,
reliable assessment. I would now like to finish off by switching back towards
teaching, to washback and to the interface between effective teaching and
assessment. The HKEAA, as I have mentioned, does see washback as an
important part of its mission, if not as key as accurate assessment.
It is important, however, to see assessment interfacing closely, where possible,
with teaching, and to hope that the two are not totally divorced – as
unfortunately tends to be the case with a lot of dull, dry, practice of
examination material and past papers, which is uninspiring and unrelated to
teaching (see Coniam, 2013).
Washback has recently been quite extensively studied. Andrews (1994)
examined the relationship between curriculum and washback in Hong Kong,
looking not only at the negative effects of tests but also how tests may support
curriculum innovation. On a larger scale, Cheng (2005) investigated the
washback of Hong Kong’s HKCEE English language, which underwent
significant revision in 1994.The revised oral test consisted of an individual
presentation followed by a candidate-directed group discussion between four
candidates – radically different from its predecessor of reading aloud
supplemented by an examiner-directed ‘conversation’ based on a picture. The
second major change is the introduction of an Integrated Skills paper
incorporating listening, reading and writing, with the focus shifting away from
a standalone listening test comprising purely multiple-choice questions.
Andrews et al. (2002) investigated the washback effect of the introduction of an
oral test to the HKALE Year 13 UE examination in 1994. The results of their
study indicated that the introduction of an oral test to the UE examination did
have a positive effect on students’ oral performance.
When exams are made more communicative – as with the revised HKCEE
English language exam – English lessons which closely mirror the exam format
create positive washback. This form of washback is much less negative than in
the types of lessons where students practice uncommunicative test types such as
reading aloud, or worse, spend their time completing endless multiple-choice
tests.
The optimal situation, of course, is where classroom practice is not simply a
direct replica of what happens in the exam but engenders the type of ‘activity’
(interacting in spoken English in the case of an oral test, for example) that is
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being assessed in the live test. This is the focus of what I report below from one
of my own teachers enrolled on a PGDE programme I was teaching. The
activity is a board game which illustrates how classroom oral practice may
‘mirror’ what the exam requires, but in such a way that the activity constitutes
first a teaching / learning activity, and secondly has validity as a test practice
activity. The activity centres around a board game targetted at Secondary 4
(Year 10) students preparing an individual presentation as part of their Oral Test
practice.
The Tell Your Group activity is a board game (see Figure 7) designed for groups
of between two to six players. The theme School, for example, contains
questions such as: What is the best thing about a dress casual day? What
punishments are used at your school? Are school uniforms a good idea?
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Figure 7. Tell Your Group board
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The student has one minute to make an ‘individual presentation’ to the other
four in the group. At the end of the minute, the ‘judges’ decide if the student’s
individual presentation is good enough for him to stay on the square he landed
on or – if it is judged deficient – whether he needs to go back one square.
What frees the activity from being a purely testing activity is, first, that all
students are involved, but second – and more creatively – that the board (see
below) permits three types of action. What in particular frees the activity from
the reins of the testing world is the Charades category – the word guessing
game where a player acts out, or mimes, a word or a phrase. This activity has
no bearing on the examination itself but is intended to be a bit of fun, providing
light relief from the examination focus, but does, nonetheless require contextual
understanding and vocabulary selection by the remaining students.
The Tell Your Group lesson
The lesson took place with a class of 20 Secondary 4 (Year 10) students in a
Band 3 school. The student presenting (Student A in Figure 8) keeps to
English throughout, even bantering with his classmates in English – a rather
unusual occurrence in Hong Kong where very little student-initiated
‘spontaneous’ English occurs (‘spontaneous’ comments usually being in
Cantonese, the students’ first language). A short excerpt of the lesson is
provided below (Figure 9) to try and bring out some of the flavour of this.

Figure 8. The group of students
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[00:00] (rolls the dice) One! Health and Beauty. What is my card? Ask me a
question.
(B draws a card) Would you have … ? (B can’t make out ‘surgery’)
What’s that mean? (A tries to change his card) Wait wait wait.
What? No, ah! No cheating! (The others object to the attempted card change)
Camera is rolling.
I don’t know what this means!
Would you have pla ..pastic… su grey!! Miss, we need help!
Sugrey!
(The teacher comes over) What’s happening?
I don’t know what is this
Surgery! Plastic surgery.
You are a plastic.
Plastic surgery means some people .. especially women .. they do something on
their face to make it more beautiful.
Like botox?
Uh, yes, when some people inject botox in their face it is a kind of plastic
surgery. OK, if some girls like to make their nose straighter, it is also a kind of
plastic surgery.
[01:00] Make something bigger. Get it! Get it!
Yes make something bigger. What are they making bigger!
Their nose and their eyes!
Make something bigger hahaha (looking down towards his nether regions) (The
teacher moves off; A begins his talk) Um I have not .. have … I would not have
any plastic surgery. First, I think beautiful is come from our heart, and we can
haha uh it is not important for our .. face
Appear – e – ance
Yes, appearance
Bad! (giving A thumbs down, laughing)
Haha, and so, having some plastic surgery is not imporuh .. it is not a it is not a
must
Not necessary.
Yes, it is not necessary.
Bad! (giving him thumbs down, joking)
Second, I think my appearance is good .. it is good enough, so I have not had
plastic surgery, yes. Good!
[02:15] Bad, too short! (giving him thumbs down, again in jest)

Figure 9. Excerpt transcript: ‘Health and Beauty’
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Activities which can bridge the gap between teaching and testing tend to be
rather uncommon occurrences – at least in exam-driven education systems such
as Hong Kong. Activities such as the one reported here, show while manifestly
having fun, students are at the same time using English as much as one could
possibly wish in the context of the classroom. Yet they are still engaging in
‘exam practice’.
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In closing
As will be clear from my account so far, Hong Kong English language exams
have come a long way in 50 years – not only theoretically, but technologically
and practically too – certainly from the 35 years’ worth that I’ve experienced. I
know that I’ve come a long way too; in large part, I have developed with the
English language exams that I’ve had contact with: from a mechanistic,
behavioural orientation to one which is more humanistic, more thinking, more
feeling, one which is in tune with the time, with research, and with both
assessment and teaching.
And a most enjoyable journey it’s been ….
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Hong Kong: The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology.

12.

Coniam, David. 1996. Using corpus word frequency data in the automatic
generation of English language cloze tests. In Botley, S., J. Glass, T. McEnery &
Andrew Wilson (eds.) Proceedings of Teaching and Language Corpora 1996.
Technical Papers, 9, 29-44. University Centre for Computer Corpus Research on
Language: University of Lancaster, UK.

13.

Coniam, David & Lee, Christina. 1994. History of an examination. In Boyle, J. &
P. Falvey (eds.) The testing of English in Hong Kong, pp. 109-122. Chinese
University Press: Hong Kong.

14.

Coniam, David. 1993. A prototype word boundary marker. In Baker, Mona, Gill
Francis & Elena Tognini-Bonelli (eds.) Text and technology, pp. 253-270. John
Benjamins: Amsterdam & Philadelphia.

15.

Coniam, David. 1993. Concordances for teacher training language awareness. In
Bird, Norman, John Harris & Michael Ingham (eds.) Language and Content, pp.
423-426. Education Department: Hong Kong.
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16.

Coniam, David. 1992. The effect of choice of question on grade in an essay paper.
In Bird, Norman & Harris, John (eds.) Quilt and Quill: achieving and maintaining
quality in language teaching and learning, pp. 442-457. Education Department:
Hong Kong.

17.

Coniam, David. 1991. A simple syntax analyser? In Milton, John C. & Keith S.T.
Tong (eds.) Text analysis in Computer Assisted Language Learning, pp. 132-138.
Hong Kong University of Science and Technology / City Polytechnic of Hong
Kong: Hong Kong.

D.

Papers Presented as Plenary / Invited Speaker

1.

19 Oct, 2013. Gauging quality in teacher-produced tests. Paper presented at
International Seminar on Mathematics, Science, and Computer Science Education
(MSCEIS) 2013. Bandung, Indonesia.

2.

25 Nov, 2011. Onscreen marking: Hong Kong leading the way. Paper presented
at 13th Academic Forum on English Language Testing in Asia. HKEAA, Hong
Kong.

3.

10 May, 2011. Using your professional activities to promote research and
publishing. An invited public lecture to the staff and graduate students of
Lanzhou Normal University. Lanzhou Normal University, Gansu, China.

4.

26 August, 2010. The double marking of Liberal Studies in the Hong Kong public
examination system. An invited presentation to the Hong Kong Examinations and
Assessment Authority Research and Development Committee. HKEAA, Hong
Kong.

5.

25 Feb, 2010. Onscreen marking of Liberal Studies – markers’ perceptions. An
invited presentation to the Hong Kong Examinations and Assessment Authority
Research and Development Committee. HKEAA, Hong Kong.

6.

11 March, 2009. The onscreen marking of English language compositions. An
invited presentation to the Hong Kong Examinations and Assessment Authority
Research and Development Committee. HKEAA, Hong Kong.

7.

Dec 2008. Designing an English language test for Vocational Education students:
Principles and Problems. Paper presented at 1st China Vocational education
Forum on Foreign language teaching. Suzhou, China.

8.

May 2007. Advances in Computer Assisted Language Learning. Paper presented
at Higher Educational Press Conference for Tertiary-Level Teachers of English.
Shenyang, China.

9.

May 2007. Computer Assisted Language Learning and the future. Paper presented
at Higher Educational Press Conference for Secondary-Level Teachers of English.
Harbin, China.

10.

Nov 2006. What makes a ‘good’ teacher of English? Paper presented at
Conference for Excellent Teachers of English. Nanchang, China.
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11.

June 2006. Language symposium: Examples of Rasch model application in Hong
Kong. Paper presented at Pacific Rim Objective Measurement Symposium, 2006.
HKIEd, Hong Kong.

12.

Dec 2005. Software for Computer Assisted Language Learning: Where have we
got to? Paper presented at Higher Educational Press Conference for Excellent
Teachers. Anhui, China.

E.

Computer Software

1.

Coniam, David. 1994. Boundary program: computer software for assigning
boundaries between words in English text. Department of Corpus Linguistics:
University of Birmingham.

2.

Coniam, David & Milanovic, Michael. 1990. Certificates and profiles. British
Council: London

3.

Johnson, Michael & Coniam, David. 1988. Quartext plus Six. Longman: Harlow.

F.

Commissioned Reports

1.

Coniam, David & Falvey, Peter, with Bodycott, Peter, Crew, Vernon and Sze,
Man-man Paul. 2000. Establishing English language benchmarks for primary
teachers of English language. A Report submitted to ACTEQ, the Advisory
Committee on Teacher Education and Qualifications: Hong Kong.

2.

Coniam, David & Falvey, Peter. 2000. Establishing English language benchmarks
for teachers of English language in forms secondary 4 to secondary 7. A Report
submitted to ACTEQ, the Advisory Committee on Teacher Education and
Qualifications: Hong Kong.

3.

Falvey, Peter & Coniam, David. 2000. Feasibility study for establishing English
language writing benchmarks for primary and secondary teachers of English
language. A Report submitted to ACTEQ, the Advisory Committee on Teacher
Education and Qualifications: Hong Kong.

4.

Falvey, Peter & Coniam, David. 1999. The research background to setting
standards and benchmarks for teachers. Pilot Benchmark Assessment (English). A
Report Submitted by the English Language Benchmark Subject Committee to
ACTEQ. Advisory Committee on Teacher Education and Qualifications: Hong
Kong.

5.

Falvey, Peter & Coniam, David. 1999. The Classroom Language Assessment
component of the Pilot Benchmark Assessment (English). A Report Submitted by
the English Language Benchmark Subject Committee to ACTEQ. Advisory
Committee on Teacher Education and Qualifications: Hong Kong.

6.

Falvey, Peter & Coniam, David. 1999. The Speaking Test of the Pilot Benchmark
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Assessment (English). A Report Submitted by the English Language Benchmark
Subject Committee to ACTEQ. Advisory Committee on Teacher Education and
Qualifications: Hong Kong.
7.

Falvey, Peter & Coniam, David. 1999. The Writing Test of the Pilot Benchmark
Assessment (English). A Report Submitted by the English Language Benchmark
Subject Committee to ACTEQ. Advisory Committee on Teacher Education and
Qualifications: Hong Kong.

8.

Coniam, David & Falvey, Peter. 1999. The Reading Test of the Pilot Benchmark
Assessment (English). A Report Submitted by the English Language Benchmark
Subject Committee to ACTEQ Advisory Committee on Teacher Education and
Qualifications: Hong Kong.

9.

Coniam, David & Falvey, Peter. 1999. The Multiple-Choice Component of the
Pilot Benchmark Assessment (English). A Report Submitted by the English
Language Benchmark Subject Committee to ACTEQ. Advisory Committee on
Teacher Education and Qualifications: Hong Kong.

10.

Coniam, David & Falvey, Peter. 1999. The Listening Test of the Pilot Benchmark
Assessment (English). A Report Submitted by the English Language Benchmark
Subject Committee to ACTEQ. Advisory Committee on Teacher Education and
Qualifications: Hong Kong.

11.

Coniam, David & Falvey, Peter. 1999. Test taker characteristics in the Pilot
Benchmark Assessment (English). A Report Submitted by the English Language
Benchmark Subject Committee to ACTEQ. Advisory Committee on Teacher
Education and Qualifications: Hong Kong.

12.

Coniam, David & Falvey, Peter. 1999. The validity of the sample for the Pilot
Benchmark Assessment (English). A Report Submitted by the English Language
Benchmark Subject Committee to ACTEQ. Advisory Committee on Teacher
Education and Qualifications: Hong Kong.

13.

Lee Tony, Coniam, David & Falvey, Peter. 1999. Aligning the battery of tests in
the Pilot Benchmark Assessment (English). A Report Submitted by the English
Language Benchmark Subject Committee to ACTEQ. Advisory Committee on
Teacher Education and Qualifications: Hong Kong.

14.

Coniam, David & Falvey, Peter. 1999. Determining an overall benchmark level
for the Pilot Benchmark Assessment (English). A Report Submitted by the
English Language Benchmark Subject Committee to ACTEQ. Advisory
Committee on Teacher Education and Qualifications: Hong Kong.

15.

Peter Falvey & Coniam, David. 1999. Issues arising from the Pilot Benchmark
Assessment (English). A Report Submitted by the English Language Benchmark
Subject Committee to ACTEQ. Advisory Committee on Teacher Education and
Qualifications: Hong Kong.

16.

Coniam, David & Falvey, Peter. 1999. The English Language Benchmarking
Initiative: pre-pilot benchmark assessment validation studies and assessor training
programmes - An overview. Advisory Committee on Teacher Education and
Qualifications: Hong Kong.
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17.

Falvey, Peter & Coniam, David. 1999. Assessor training and standardisation for
the Speaking Test: The Hong Kong English Language Benchmarking Initiative.
Advisory Committee on Teacher Education and Qualifications: Hong Kong.

18.

Falvey, Peter & Coniam, David. 1999. Assessor training and standardisation for
the Writing Test: The Hong Kong English Language Benchmarking Initiative.
Advisory Committee on Teacher Education and Qualifications: Hong Kong.

19.

Coniam, David. 1999. A longitudinal study of Hong Kong secondary school
students’ grammatical competence in English. Language Fund Final Report.
December 1999.

20.

Coniam, David & Falvey, Peter. 1998. Validating the Classroom Language
Assessment component: The Hong Kong English Language Benchmarking
Initiative. Advisory Committee on Teacher Education and Qualifications: Hong
Kong.

21.

Coniam, David & Falvey, Peter. 1998. Piloting the Multiple-Choice Cloze Test:
The Hong Kong English Language Benchmarking Initiative. Advisory Committee
on Teacher Education and Qualifications: Hong Kong.

22.

Coniam, David & Falvey, Peter. 1998. Validating the Reading Test: The Hong
Kong English Language Benchmarking Initiative. Advisory Committee on
Teacher Education and Qualifications: Hong Kong.

23.

Coniam, David & Falvey, Peter. 1998. Validating the Speaking Test: The Hong
Kong English Language Benchmarking Initiative. Advisory Committee on
Teacher Education and Qualifications: Hong Kong.

24.

Falvey, Peter & Coniam, David. 1998. Assessor training and standardisation for
Classroom Language Assessment: The Hong Kong English Language
Benchmarking Initiative. Advisory Committee on Teacher Education and
Qualifications: Hong Kong.

25.

Falvey, Peter & Coniam, David. 1998. Report on the pre-pilot exercise for the
rewriting and speaking components of the English language benchmark project.
Hong Kong Examinations Authority.

26.

Coniam, David & Falvey, Peter. 1996. Setting language benchmarks for English
language teachers in Hong Kong secondary schools. Advisory Committee on
Teacher Education and Qualifications: Hong Kong.

27.

Siu, Ping Kee, Siu, Lai-Ping Teresa & Coniam, David. 1996. Development of
bilingual proficiency: A linguistic interdependence view. Research Grants
Council: Hong Kong.

28.

Coniam, David. 1993. Parsing strategies and parsing models. Network of
European Research into Corpora, Workpackage No. 9 (Annotation Tools):
European Economic Community.

29.

Coniam, David. 1993. Description of a partial parser to delineate word spaces.
Network of European Research into Corpora, Workpackage No. 9 (Annotation
Tools): European Economic Community.
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Research Projects
Summary
Status

Number of Projects

Amount

Principal investigator

14

HK$1.48m

Co-Principal investigator

9

HK$2.82m

Investigator

6

HK$7.87m

Grants Obtained
A.

Principal Investigator
Date

Project Title

Amount

Sponsoring
Body

2012

Research into the onscreen marking
of all subjects in the HKDSE

HKEAA

2009-2010

Investigating on-screen marking for
Liberal Studies

HKEAA

2007-2008

Investigating on-screen marking for
English language

HKEAA

2007-2008

Investigating English Language
Ability in Vocational Schools in
China

HK$34,600

CUHK direct
grant

2006-2007

Investigating computerised
essay-scoring in the Hong Kong
English language public examination
system

HK$36,400

CUHK direct
grant

2004-2005

The impact of wearing a face mask in HK$39,200
a high-stakes oral examination

CUHK direct
grant

2002-2003

Building and evaluating an item bank HK$39,200
of English language listening test
items

CUHK direct
grant
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Date

Project Title

Amount

Sponsoring
Body

2000 - 2003

The development of secondary
HK$620,403
students’ English abilities in listening
and grammar in English Medium of
Instruction schools in Hong Kong: A
longitudinal study

Hong Kong
Language Fund

1998

English language benchmarking,
validating new test types

HK$150,000

ACTEQ, Hong
Kong
Government

1997

Establishing the relationship between
language proficiency and word
frequency in English

HK$48,000

CUHK direct
grant

1996 - 1999

A longitudinal study of Hong Kong
secondary students’ grammatical
competence in English

HK$274,599

Hong Kong
Language Fund

1996 - 1997

Testing English language listening
skills on a personal computer

HK$54,470

CUHK direct
grant

1995 - 1996

Developing a computer-readable
lexicon

50 hours RA
time

CUHK Faculty
of Education
scholarship
scheme

1994 - 1995

A battery of English language testing
facilities

HK$51,000

CUHK direct
grant

1994 - 1995

A longitudinal study of Secondary 1
students’ English language ability

50 hours RA
time

CUHK Faculty
of Education
scholarship
scheme

1993

Developing a boundary marker for
unrestricted text

HK$25,730

CUHK special
grant for
conducting
research abroad
in summer

1992 - 1993

Using concordances to challenge
some accepted notions about
language

50 hours of RA
time

CUHK Faculty
of Education
scholarship
scheme

1992 - 1993

Parsing phrasal verbs in English and
natural language processing

150 hours RA
time

CUHK Shaw
College campus
work scheme
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Date

Project Title

Amount

Sponsoring
Body

1991 - 1993

Syntactic analysis

£10,000
(HK$130,000)

University of
B’ham – two
years’ Ph.D.
fees

1991 - 1992

Co-text or no text

100 hours RA
time

CUHK Faculty
of Education
scholarship
scheme

1991 - 1992

Computational syntactic analysis of
English

HK$15,000

CUHK direct
grant

B.

Co-Principal Investigator
Date

Project Title

Amount

Sponsoring
Body

2000

Developing an admission test for
full-time SCT non-English major
students wishing to take the
SCT-English course and for serving
teachers applying for the English
Language Benchmark Courses
[Co-PI - Dr Barley Mak, CUHK]

HK$60,000

Faculty of
Education
Supportive
Fund

2000

Determining video exemplars for the
English Language benchmarking
initiative
[Co-PI - Dr Peter Falvey, HKU]

HK$382,950

EMB / ACTEQ

1999

Investigating a new benchmark
re-writing task for all levels of
English language teachers
[Co-PI - Dr Peter Falvey, HKU]

HK$120,060

EMB / ACTEQ

1999

Establishing benchmarks for upper
secondary school teachers of English
[Co-PI - Dr Peter Falvey, HKU]

HK$110,000

EMB / ACTEQ

1999

Establishing benchmarks for primary
school teachers of English
[Co-PI - Dr Peter Falvey, HKU]

HK$972,900

EMB / ACTEQ
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Date

Project Title

Amount

Sponsoring
Body

1998

English language benchmarking,
training assessors for the Classroom
Language Assessment component
[Co-PI - Dr Peter Falvey, HKU]

HK$230,000

Education Dept
via ACTEQ,
Hong Kong
Government

1998-1999

English language benchmarking,
setting exemplar and pilot test
material to establish benchmarks;
training assessors for Oral and
Written components of the Pilot
Benchmark Assessment (English)
[Co-PI - Dr Peter Falvey, HKU]

HK$216,115

Hong Kong
Examinations
Authority via
ACTEQ, Hong
Kong
Government

1997

English language benchmarking,
syllabus and specification setting
[Co-PI - Dr Peter Falvey, HKU]

HK$233,000

ACTEQ, Hong
Kong
Government

1996

English language benchmarking,
investigative consultancy
[Co-PI - Dr Peter Falvey, HKU]

HK$499,587

ACTEQ, Hong
Kong
Government

C.

Investigator
Date

Sponsoring
Body

Project Title

Amount

2011-2012

Provision of Services for Conducting
a Curriculum Survey on Primary
Education

HK$1,129,394

Hong Kong
EDB

2007-2008

Developing an Outcomes-based
Approach (OBA) for Learning and
Teaching in Teacher Education [PI:
Prof John Lee]

HK$982,000

CUHK
Teaching
Development
Grant

2007

2007 English Festival - ELT Rap
Ambassadors Programme [PI Prof
Angel Lin]

HK$435,000

SCOLAR,
EMB

2004-2006

Writing for Integrated Teacher
Education Project (the WrITE
Project) [PI: Dr Barley Mak]

HK$2,000,000

Dr Tien Chang
Lin Technology
Innovation
Foundation Ltd
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Date

Project Title

Amount

Sponsoring
Body

2004-2006

Development of Language Across the HK$500,000
Curriculum for English-medium
Education (DOLACEE) [PI - Dr Man
Yee-Fun, CUHK]

Hong Kong
EDB

2000-2002

Development of Support Measures
for Student Adaptation to
English-Medium Schools
[PI - Dr Man Yee-Fun, CUHK]

HK$1,299,500

Hong Kong
Education Dept

1995 - 1996

Establishing a database for decisions
on the language proficiency needs of
PCEd (part-time) students
[PI - Dr Peter Falvey, HKU]

HK$23,500

INSTEP,
University of
Hong Kong

1992 - 1994

Development of bilingual
proficiency : a linguistic
interdependence view
[PI - Dr Siu Ping Kee, CUHK]

HK$260,000

UPGC
earmarked
grant ref no
CUHK 11/92H

1997 - 1999

Hong Kong Virtual Language Centre
[PI - Mr Chris Greaves, HK PolyU]

HK$2,390,000

UPGC
earmarked
grant (HK
PolyU)

1993 - 1994

The application and effectiveness of HK$951,000
computer mediated communication in
the professional development of
English language teachers in
secondary schools in Hong Kong
[PI - Dr Amy, B.M. Tsui, HKU]

UPGC
earmarked
grant, ref no
HKU339/94H
(HKU)

1993 - 1994

Building and evaluating an English
language item bank for Hong Kong
secondary schools
[PI - Dr Amy, B.M. Tsui, HKU]

HK$75,600

UPGC direct
grant for small
project research
code
#337/053/0009

1990 - 1991

Educational and social determinants
of language and educational policy
[PI - Dr Siu Ping Kee, CUHK]

HK$370,000

UPGC
earmarked
grant ref no
22120030
(CUHK)
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Professional Engagement
A.

Community Service Representation

2010-2013

Member, Advisory Board, Dept of English, Lingnan University

2010-2011

Consultant, Revalidation Committee, Open University’s Bachelor of
Language Studies programmes

2008-2011

Subject Specialist, Hong Kong Council for Academic Accreditation

2008

Panel member, Hong Kong Council for Accreditation of Academic and
Vocational Qualifications: Accreditation of Associate Degree Programme
by Hong Kong Institute of Technology, Hong Kong

2007-2009

Member, West Island School Board

2006-2008

External examiner, English Language Centre, City University of Hong
Kong

2005

Panel member, Hong Kong Council for Academic Accreditation:
Accreditation of BA (Honours) English language degree programme by
Shue Yan College, Hong Kong

2004-2010

Member, Joint Committee for Senior Secondary Curriculum (English)

2004-2006

Academic adviser, Hong Kong Examination and Assessment Authority’s
Territory-wide System Assessment, Key Stage 3 English language
examination

2003-2005

External examiner, English Enhancement Course, Kung Kee College,
Hong Kong

2002-2009

Consultant, Civil Service Recruitment Board, Common Recruitment
Examination

2002-2004

Member, Ad hoc Assessment for Education Committee on Basic
Competency Assessment
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2001-2004

External examiner, Centre for English Language Education and
Assessment Research, Lingnan University

2000-2003

External examiner, vetting proposed English language benchmark
programmes, Hong Kong Council for Academic Accreditation

1999-2000

External Examiner, Space/University Of Hong Kong English Centre’s
Diploma In Applied Research Studies Skills In Language And Education

1999

Chairperson, 1999 International Language in Education Conference

1997-2005

External examiner, Open University of Hong Kong’s Teaching of English
in Secondary Schools programme

1996-2000

Establishing language benchmarks for English language teachers - Hong
Kong Government consultancies

1995-2009

CUHK Member, Hong Kong Examination and Assessment Authority’s
Use of English Subject Committee

1995-1998

Member, Hong Kong Government’s Moderation Committee of the
Subject Project Group on Evaluation of Target Oriented Curriculum
Assessment Mechanism (English) for Key Stages 1 & 2

1995-1998

Member, Hong Kong Government’s English Project Group on Evaluation
of Target Oriented Curriculum Assessment Mechanism

1993-1994

Seconded to the Teachers of English Language Education Centre, at the
University of Hong Kong

1991-1993

Member, HKEA’s Basic Proficiency Test in English Language Subject
Committee

B.

Professional Learning / Staff Development Seminars

2014

Staff Development Workshops on Performance Assessment. Northeastern
University, Shenyang, China. June, 2014

2014

Staff Development Workshop on Authentic Assessment. Universitas
Siswa Bangsa Internasional, Jakarta, Indonesia, March 2014
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2013

Staff Development Workshops on Quality Practices in Assessment.
Northeastern University, Shenyang, China. June, October 2013

2013

Staff Development Workshops on Quality in Assessment. Universitas
Siswa Bangsa Internasional, Jakarta, Indonesia, October 2013

2012

Staff Development Workshops on Academic Publishing. Northeastern
University, Shenyang, China. May, October 2012

2011

Workshops on Language Assessment and Quality Assurance Issues.
Beijing Normal University, Beijing, China, November 2011

2011

Staff Development Workshop on Quality Assurance Issues in Language
Assessment. Northwest Normal University, Lanzhou Gansu, China, May
10-12, 2011

2006, 2008

Staff Development Seminars for Nanjing University, March, 2006, 2008

2004, 2006

Staff Development Seminars for Nanjing University, Apr 2004, 2006

2003

Staff Development Seminars for Guangdong Teaching Research Office,
Feb 2003
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Research excellence is characterised by systematic inquiry,
scholarship, and knowledge transfer that supports innovation
and development. With this philosophy, The Hong Kong
Institute of Education endeavors to create space for dialogue
and exchange to promote research in key areas relating to
education and human development. This Lecture Series aims
to share with the community together research issues that are
relevant for the future. It will also identify areas where further
effort is needed to strengthen the evidence base that informs
policy and practice.

Chair Professors
Public Lecture Series

Half a Century of English Language
Assessment in HK:
a 50-year retrospective, augmented by
a 35-year personal perspective

David Coniam
Chair Professor of Curriculum and Assessment
The Hong Kong Institute of Education
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